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ABSTRACT. 
 

Two-photon polymerization (2PP) constitutes a powerful light-triggered 3D stereolithography 

allowing the fabrication of micro- or nanostructures with spatially encoded functionalities.  In 

the present report, we take benefit of this programmable property in order to develop of a 

photoresist authorizing the direct 2PP-lithography of luminescent switchable µ-structures. In 

this single step processing method, we highlight the pivotal role of a quadrupolar o-caborane 

initiator comprising a 9, 10-disubstituted anthracene core capable to chemically entrap oxygen 

inhibiting species during the free radical two-photon initiation step. Such an O2 sequestration 

approach not only enhances the two-photon initiation performance of the polymerization but 

also generates a non luminescent endoperoxide by-product embedded in the polymerized 

macrostructure. Interestingly, a simple heating of the final materials promotes the 

endoperoxide thermolysis resulting in the recovery of the luminescent o-carborane dye. This 

original luminescence turn OFF/ON property exhibits an excellent fatigue resistance through 

a large number of alternated thermal and light stimuli cycles. The potential of this direct laser 

writing strategy for reversible data storage applications is finally demonstrated by two-photon 

patterning of a series of matricially organized µ-structures used as rewritable binary optical 

memories which can be easily encoded on demand.  
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
 

Two-photon lithography (2PL) has emerged as one of the most promising additive 

manufacturing techniques which enables the micro- and nanofabrication of intricate 

architectures1-3. This maskless printing approach implies the raster scanning of a tightly 

focused fs-pulse laser within a photoresist which gives rise to the customized micro / 

nanostructures through a layer-by-layer slicing procedure. The high writing accuracy of 2PL 

stems from the intrinsic spatial confinement of the two-photon polymerization (2PP) reaction 

due to a primary two-photon absorption step which only occurs within an unsupported 

floating volume concentric to the excited focus. As a result, the elemental polymerized pixel 

can be generated with a drastically reduced dimension falling far below that of the optical 

diffraction limit. Therefore, 2PL not only displays a long range penetration depth into the 

photoresist (typically higher than 300 µm) but also constitutes a non diffraction limited 

technique which authorizes the fabrication of objects with arbitrary 3D geometries and 

complex nanoscale details. These two decisive advantages definitively make 2PL a truly 3D 

lithography able to spatially control the programmation of specific functionalities into the 

photopatterned materials4. With this respect, a very large panel of advanced functional 

materials has emerged from 2PL1, 2, 4, 5. For instance, the unprecedented properties of 

metamaterials in mechanic6, acoustics7, magnetics8, 9 or optics9-11 directly derived from the 

appropriate arrangement of a periodic pattern or lattice which is designed with a very fine 

adjustment of the size, shape and orientation. In this precise case, 2PL is perfectly adapted for 

modulating the metamaterials response since the related properties basically derived from a 

geometry tuning issue10. Another very popular strategy to spatially program the material 

consists in seeding a latent functionality either into the cross-linkable monomer or into the 

two-photon initiator both constituting the fundamental components of the photoresist. The 

latent property can then be activated after the 2PL fabrication. For instance, reconfigurable 

microstructures that can dynamically respond to distinctive local stimuli (pH, solvent, 

temperature) are fabricated following this construction guideline with the added value 

specifically centred on the cross-linking monomer. For instance, hydrogel / organogel 

photoresists clearly constitute one of the most popular materials toolboxes11 whose stimuli-

responsive properties have been extensively employed in plethora of micro objects such as 

drug delivery devices12, soft microrobots13, biomimetic self-actuators14, stimuli-responsive 

shape-shifting µ-objects15, 16. The second alternative 2PL method consists in implementing the 
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added value into the two-photon initiating system. In this bottom-up approach, the two-photon 

initiator not only promotes the cross-linking reaction but disseminates concomitantly a novel 

functionality within the native macrostructure. For instance, the fabrication of conductive 

metallic structures without any extra deposition is inspired from this methodology where the 

two-photon initiator is also involved in a photoreduction reaction with a metallic salt 

incorporated in the photoresist1, 17. With this ‘one pot’ seeding approach, the resulted µ-object 

simply inherits its functionality from that of its related 2P-initiator leading to the fabrication 

of plasmonic resonators18, SERS µ-sensors19, catalytic µ-reactors20, bactericidal 

photopatterned surfaces21 or electrochemilumiscent devices22.  In line with this direct laser 

writing method, we report herein a two-photon activable resist incorporating a multipolar o-

carborane initiator with a dual functionality which combines 2PP initiation with a 

fluorescence ON/OFF switching through alternative thermal and light stimuli. Note that p-

substituted carboranes are very robust compounds with high thermal and chemical stability 

that make them attractive for a wide field of applications23 such as heat-resistant materials24-

28, thermo or mechanochromism29, color-tunable devices30-32 among others. In this report, we 

extend for the first time the applied potentials of o-carborane derivatives toward two-photon 

lithography. As depicted in Scheme 1, we present two distinctive dyes with a quadrupolar 

(ACAR) or octupolar (XCAR) architecture. Each system integrates an organic multibranched 

core playing the role of a p-electron relay constellated with bulky o-carboranes subunits at its 

external rims.  

 
Scheme 1. Molecular structures of the o-carboranes along with their multipolar geometries. 
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These icosahedral boron clusters are well-known to be strong electron-withdrawing groups 

with a highly polarizable s-aromatic character23 which should efficiently promote a long-

range p-electronic delocalization over their entire multipolar structure with subsequent benefit 

effects on the two-photon absorption cross-sections33, 34. We first provide a detailed 

investigation of the linear and non linear photophysical properties of these multibranched 

systems and compare their respective two-photon initiating reactivity. We then demonstrate 

how an additional side reaction inherent to the quadrupolar anthracene-based compound can 

be judiciously oriented to spatially encode at µm-scale a luminescence commutating 

functionality into the final materials.    
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
 

The one- (1PA) and two-photon (2PA) absorption spectra of the molecules in 

dichloromethane (DCM) have been superimposed in Figure 1 for a direct comparison of their 

respective absorption bands. Table 1 gathers their corresponding spectroscopic data. In the 

low energy region, the 1PA spectrum of ACAR is dominated by a single absorption band 

with a moderate intensity (eMAX ~ 18 000 M-1 cm-1) positioned in the 350-500 nm range. In 

the same spectral region, the 2PA spectrum clearly displays two well separated bands with a 

main intensity band at l2PA~ 710 nm exhibits a maximum 2PA cross-section (dMAX) of ca.            

21 ± 3 GM.  These two 2PA bands presumably echo two distinctive electronic transitions (i.e. 

S0→S1 and S0 →S2 transitions35) located in the same energy region than those observed for 

the 1PA band. It should be noted that the lowest energy 2PA band has a very weak intensity 

with dMAX ~ 3 GM. 

      
Figure 1. One- (full lines) and two-photon (circles) absorption spectra of the dyes in DCM. The 

fluorescence spectrum of each compound in DCM has been also added. 
 
 
This low 2PA ability observed for the S0 → S1 transition agrees with the 2PA dipole selection 

rule indicating that the lowest energy transition of a A-p-A quadrupole is theoretically two-

photon forbidden. As shown in Figure 1, the 1PA band of XCAR is blue shifted as compared 
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to that of ACAR but presents much higher intensity of about 7-fold that of its quadrupolar 

homologue. This 1PA band is very broad and structured presumably due to the occurrence of 

multiple S0→Sn transitions36. Similarly to ACAR, the 2PA spectrum of XCAR does not 

match its 1PA one. This spectral effect is typically observed for centrosymmetric D2d 

octupolar structures37-40 for which the S0 → S1 transition is also theoretically forbidden. As a 

consequence, the 2PA band positioned at 720 nm should be assigned to the S0 → S2 transition. 

The corresponding dMAX is moderate with a value of about 95 ± 13 GM.  

 
 eabs  

/103 M-1 cm-1 
labs  
/ nm 

lfluo 
/ nm 

E00(a) 
/ eV Ffluo tfluo 

/ ns 
kr (b) 

/ 109 s-1 
knr(b) 

/ 109 s-1 
  

          

ACAR 18.5 417 605 2.70 0.12 1.23 0.10 0.72 7.2 
          

XCAR 132.2 347, 395 (s) 577 2.75 0.02 0.64 0.03 1.53 51 
 

 (a)  E00 ≈ ½ hc(nabs + nfluo) in glassy matrix of 2MTHF. (b) kr = Ffluo / tfluo , knr = (1- Ffluo)  / tfluo.   
 
Table 1. Spectroscopic data of o-carborane compounds in DCM. 

 

The fluorescence spectra of ACAR and XCAR in DCM are also presented in Figure 1. In 

both cases, the emission spectrum consists in a broad and structureless band located in the 

500-750 nm range leading to a very large Stokes shift of about 7500 to 8000 cm-1. This large 

spectral shift is a clear evidence of a strong electronic and/or geometrical change between 

ground and emitting states. In addition, the dyes are weakly emissive. This is especially true 

for the four-branched derivative with a fluorescence quantum yield (Ffluo) of 6-times lower 

than that observed for its two-branched homologue (see Table 1). This loss in emissivity is 

typically observed for p-conjugated multibranched chromophores33, 34, 41. It can be assigned to 

a large amplitude electronic relaxation at S1 state, leading to an electronic symmetry breaking 

between the unrelaxed Franck-Condon state giving rise to an electronic delocalization that 

implies a full delocalization over the entire p-conjugated structure and the relaxed emitting 

state, whose excitation is localized more specifically on a single branch of the dye. Moreover, 

the molecular dimensionality of the system amplifies the efficiency of this non radiative 

deactivation process. This latter effect can be nicely exemplified here by comparing the 

nonradiative-to-radiative rate constants ratios ( knr / kr ) which are multiplied  by a factor ~ 7   

on going from ACAR to XCAR  (see Table 1). Interestingly, the excitation localization on a 

single branch of the dye can be also accompanied by a concomitant conformational change of 

the molecular structure.  In order to demonstrate this interesting property, we measured the 

r

nr

k
k
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fluorescence temperature dependence of the compounds in a glass forming solvent such as 2-

methyltetrahydrofuran (2MTHF). Figure 2 shows the fluorescence bands evolution of the 

dyes in 2MTHF by decreasing temperature. From 300 K to 80 K, the fluorescence quantum 

yields of ACAR and XCAR are respectively amplified by a factor 5 and 17 concomitantly 

with the decrease of their Stokes shift by a factor 4 and 2.5.  

 
Figure 2. Fluorescence spectra of ACAR and XCAR in 2MTHF over temperature range 80-300 

K. Insets: Arrhenius plot for the nonradiative-to-radiative rate constants ratio. 
 
 

A detailed analysis of the fluorescence spectra shows two distinctive behaviours during the 

cooling process as depicted in Figures S1 and S2. From 300K to 230 K (the high temperature 

region), both fluorescence bands slightly shift to the red region with an increase in intensity. 

However, below this temperature range, the band red shifts are clearly levelled off.  The 

further cooling of XCAR shifts its fluorescence band to the blue region whereas the same 
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cooling sequence results in the emergence of an unexpected blue emission band in the 470-

570 nm range for ACAR. Note that this new fluorescence band rapidly increases nearby the 

glass-transition temperature (Tg »130 K) with a subsequent disappearance of the red 

fluorescence one. It should be also indicated that this dual emission does not result from 

emissive conformers at the ground state since the excitation spectra recorded from both 

emission bands perfectly match each others suggesting that the two emitting species derive 

from the same S1 state. It is well known that excited states relaxation is both influenced by the 

solvent dielectric constant as well as the solvent viscosity42. However for 2MTHF, the relative 

impact of these two parameters can be sequentially discriminated depending on the 

temperature range. In the high temperature region, the fluorescence bathochromic effects 

observed for both compounds should be attributed to the enhancement of the medium polarity 

since the dielectric constant of 2MTHF continuously increases from 7 to 18 upon cooling43-45. 

In low temperature region nearby the glass-transition of 2MTHF, this dielectric constant 

drastically drops to 2.6 and remains constant whereas the viscosity enhances by 17 orders of 

magnitude up to 3.5 x 1019 Pa s-1. As a consequence, the strong fluorescence enhancement 

observed in low temperature region should be mainly attributed to a viscosity-induced 

hindering effect which drastically hampers any conformational changes at S1 state.  With this 

respect, a trans-to-cis photoisomerization hypothesis can be first excluded since the 

absorption spectra of our stilbenyl chromophores remain perfectly invariant upon UV-

irradiation in N2-degassed solutions. Similarly to the twisting relaxation mechanism 

established by Lapouyade et al.46-48 for donor-acceptor substituted stilbenes, we proposed that 

the photoinduced conformational change observed for ACAR and XCAR proceeds via an 

intramolecular twisting mechanism from a local excited state with a nearly planar stilbene 

conformation to a perpendicular one implying the rotation of the external o-carborane benzyl 

moiety around the central C-C bond as illustrated in Scheme 1 (Θ ≈ 90°). This twisted 

geometry is expected to present a forbidden optical transition which accounts for the non- or 

weakly emissive character of this relaxed excited state. The proposed precursor-successor 

mechanism is in line with the dual emission of ACAR whose band intensities reversely 

evolve by decreasing temperature.  The Arrhenius plots of ln (knr / kr) vs. 1 / T are also 

presented in Figure 2. For both dyes, the correlations are sufficiently linear in the low 

temperature region to derive activation energies in the 1.6-1.8 kcal mol-1 range. These values 

nicely coincide with the viscosity barrier of 2MTHF (~ 1.82 kcal mol-1 49) and corroborates 

the barrierless character of these twisting conformation changes.     
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ACAR and XCAR have been employed as two-photon initiators for free radical 

polymerization. With this respect, they have been associated with an aliphatic amine reactant 

such as the N-methyl diethanolamine (MDEA). In this bi-component approach50                         

(see Figure 3), a photoinduced electron transfer (PeT) can be promoted between the two-

photon excited chromophore acting as an electron acceptor species and MDEA. Assuming 

that the photoinduced electron transfer proceeds from the S1 state, the free energy (DGeT) 

associated to the mechanism can be estimated according to the Rehm-Weller equation:  

      DGeT = Eox – Ered – E00 + C   (1) 

In this formalism, Eox corresponds to the oxidation of MDEA whereas Ered and E00 denote 

respectively the reduction potential and the S1 state energy of the dye.  Moreover the 

coulombic energy term C which characterizes the interaction of the generated radical ion pairs 

can be neglected in polar media.  The oxidation potential of MDEA (Eox = 0.93 V/SCE) and 

the reduction potentials of the o-carborane derivatives (Ered = -1.60 V/SCE for ACAR and           

-1.68 V/SCE for XCAR) have been evaluated by cyclic voltammetry in dichloromethane (see 

Figure S3). Therefore DGeT can be estimated to values of - 0.17 eV for ACAR and - 0.14 eV 

for XCAR. These negative driving forces reasonably suggest that both PeT are 

thermodynamically allowed. Interestingly, the consecutive oxidation of MDEA generates an 

unstable amine-centred radical cation (MDEA•+) which rapidly deprotonates to form a neutral 

radical species51 (MDEA•). 

 
Figure 3. (Left side) Two-photon polymerization mechanism based on a bi-component free 

radical initiation strategy. (Right side) (a) ESR spectrum of spin trap adducts 
generated after irradiation of ACAR or XCAR mixed with MDEA in presence of 
PBN. (lirr. = 365 nm. Solvent: tert-butyl benzene) (b) Simulated spectrum. 
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The generated a-aminoalkyl radical exhibits a very high reactivity upon addition reactions52 

on acrylates C=C bonds leading to a very efficient initiation process for free radical 

polymerization. The formation of MDEA• appears to be a crucial species for the 2PP 

efficiency and can be identified by ESR-spin trapping measurements. Figure 3 typically 

shows the ESR-spectra of spin adducts which were produced during the irradiation of each bi-

component system (dye + MDEA) in presence of a-phenyl-N-tertbutylnitrone (PBN) used as 

a spin trap reactant. Both ESR spectra are dominated by the signal of the α-aminoalkyl adduct 

of PBN showing an hyperfine coupling constants (aN = 14.4 and aH = 2.2 G) which agree very 

well with those previously reported53. 

To demonstrate the applied potential of our multibranched o-carborane derivatives for 

multiphoton 3D stereolithography applications, each bi-component system has been 

associated with an acrylate-based formulation comprising 67 mol% of a 

poly(ethyleneglycol)diacrylate monomer (PEGDA), where the carborane-based molecules 

were perfectly soluble at mM range and 33 mol% of pentaerythritol triacrylate cross-linker 

(PETIA). The addition of this latter trifunctional monomer should guarantee a better 

mechanical and geometrical integrity of the two-photon patterned structures. The formulations 

were prepared at isomolar concentration of dyes (1.5 mM) and with 3 %-w of MDEA. Figure 

4 shows several SEM images depicting various 3D µ-structures with arbitrary geometries 

fabricated at 800 nm: i) A polymer boat rudder with a 10 µm diameter fabricated using 

ACAR formulation. ii)  A 15 µm diameter pumpkin-like object fabricated based on XCAR 

formulation using the same condition iii) A 35 µm-high screw with 1 µm pitch photopatterned 

with the same XCAR formulation. Interestingly, each µ-structure displays a surface 

roughness which illustrates the point-by-point fabrication procedure.  Indeed, each 3D 

microstructure is obtained through a layer-by-layer assembly process obtained by z-stacking 

of several fused photopatterned planes. In the same manner, these polymerized planes are 

fabricated by two-photon curing along the scanning paths of the laser beam.  The minimum 

polymerised volume element (‘voxel: volume pixel’) generated after the beam translation 

should fused with its adjacent voxel to ensure the mechanical integrity of the slice. It is 

precisely such voxel overlapped effects that create roughness at the external surface of the 3D 

microstructure.  
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs of various two-photon polymerized µ-structures fabricated at 800 

nm using ACAR (A) and XCAR (B-C) formulations (scale bars = 5 µm). 
 
 
The writing speed performances of our o-carborane-based photoresists have been compared to 

each other. For this purpose, a series of square frames with 20 µm side were two-photon 

patterned by gradually increasing the direct laser writing speed in order to estimate the 

maximum value of the fabrication speed which guarantees a good quality of the model 

structure. For each formulation, Figure S4 shows a typical transmitted micrograph of each   

µ-structure with its corresponding writing speed. According to such a qualitative screening 

test previously proposed by Liska et al.54-57, it can be inferred that the photoresist with XCAR 

authorizes a maximum writing speed of about 400 µm s-1 which is ~1.8-fold higher than that 

measured for ACAR formulation in the same conditions. In order to compare more precisely 

the 2PP performances of ACAR and XCAR, we have also evaluated the polymerization 

energy threshold (Eth) of their respective isomolar photoresists. This photonic parameter 

corresponds to the minimum local absorbed-energy density necessary to observe an effective 

polymerization of the resin.  From a practical point of view, the method simply consists in 

writing several polymer lines into a drop of each resin upon focusing the fs-laser beam using a 

40x, 0.95-NA objective. By gradually decreasing the laser excitation power, we can then 

evaluate the minimum deposited energy below which the 2PP is inefficient.  Figure 5 

typically shows SEM images of symmetrical patterns of polymer lines written into each 
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formulation at 800 nm.   From the progressive disappearance of the polymer lines as function 

of the laser excitation power we can estimate that the 2PP energy thresholds (Eth) for ACAR 

and XCAR formulations are about 42 µJ and 20 µJ, respectively. It is also worth noting that 

the width of the polymer lines generated for each energy threshold displays an average value 

in the 240-250 nm range for both formulations as depicted in the insets of Figure 5.     

 
 

 
Figure 5. SEM micrographs of 2PP lines fabricated for distinctive laser excitation powers                           

(lex = 800 nm). The energy value in red color denotes Eth for each formulation. Inset : 
Magnified SEM images of the polymerized lines generated at Eth. Formulation: 
Isomolar concentration of dye (1.45 mM) and 3 %-w MDEA. The resin is an acrylate-
based mixing of PEGDA (67 mol%) and PETIA (33 mol%).     

   

According to the formalism proposed by Baldacchini et al.58, this 2PP threshold energy (Eth) 

can be directly connected to the quantum yield for the generation of primary radicals (Fi) 

owing to the following relationship 3, 58: 

           (2) 

where C is the concentration of the 2P initiator, [R0] denotes the local concentration of           

primary radicals necessary to reach the gelation point. This concentration is expected to be 

invariant for a given acrylate formulation. Considering the fact that the 2PA cross-sections 

ratio between XCAR and ACAR is about ~ 10 at 800 nm, it can be estimated that ACAR 

displays a Fi value which is ~ 2.3 times higher than that of XCAR. Despite a much weaker 

2PA cross-section, ACAR exhibits a higher initiation efficiency than XCAR. More precisely, 

the reaction sequence consecutive to the excitation of ACAR is likely to generate a much 

substantial amount of MDEA• available for the initiation reaction. In all these reaction 

sequences, it should be underlined that a significant part of MDEA• is consumed by the 

competing inhibition reaction with oxygen (O2). Indeed, this latter species which is initially 

present in the resin is extremely reactive toward the a-aminoalkyl radicals. For instance, the 

[ ] 2
0 .. thiECR Fµ d
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inhibition rate constant of MDEA• by oxygen is typically two orders magnitude higher than 

that of the free radical addition onto acrylate C=C bonds59. In this context, any side reactions 

allowing the local consumption of dissolved O2 would indirectly enhance the photoinitiation 

performance. We are precisely in this case for ACAR. This chromophore indeed comprises a         

9, 10-disubstitued anthracene subunit, which is prompt to trap oxygen molecule via a well-

known [4 + 2] photo cycloaddition60, 61.  Similarly to the 9,10-diphenyl anthracene60, 62, the 

first step of the mechanism (see Scheme 2) should imply the photogeneration of a singlet 

oxygen (1O2)  through a triplet-triplet energy transfer between the excited triplet state of 

ACAR and the oxygen molecule (3O2).  

 
Scheme 2. Global mechanism of the [4+2] photoinduced cycloaddition of 1O2 on ACAR as well 

as the thermolysis of the generated endoperoxide product. 
 
 

The quantum yields for singlet oxygen generation (FD) have been evaluated for both                 

o-carboranes in ethanol using the well known photoxidation method involving the 1,3-

diphenylisobenzofuran (DBF) used as a very efficient 1O2-sensitive indicator63. In this 

methodology, Rose Bengal (RB) was also employed as a reference photosensitizer (FD
r
 = 

0.68 in ethanol63). Isoabsorbant solutions of o-carboranes and RB were irradiated at 480 nm 

in presence of DBF. Figure S5 typically shows the absorbance changes of DBF at 425 nm for 

different short irradiation times. The value of FD / FD
r can be then derived from the ratio of 

the corresponding slopes at the initial time of irradiation. According to this photoxidation 

method, ACAR presents a quantum yield for singlet oxygen generation of about 0.05 whereas 

the corresponding FD for XCAR is ~ 3-fold lower. Therefore, the excitation of ACAR should 

lead to a more consumption of dissolved O2 as compared to the corresponding photoreaction 

with XCAR. Interestingly for ACAR, the photogenerated singlet oxygen can be chemically 

trapped according to a second step reaction depicted in Scheme 2. This second reaction 

sequence consists in a cycloaddition of 1O2 into the bridgehead meso positions of ACAR with 
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a consecutive production of an endoperoxide. In order to demonstrate the high sensitivity of 

ACAR to oxygen as compared to XCAR, the photolysis of the dyes has been performed in 

acetonitrile solutions where the concentration of dissolved O2 was alternatively reduced and 

increased upon N2 or air-bubbling. Figure 6 shows the absorbance time-dependent changes of 

ACAR and XCAR at their respective lMAX during the photolysis reactions at lirr. = 365 nm. 

First, one clearly observes that the absorption spectrum of XCAR remains invariant 

irrespective to the presence or absence of oxygen. This is a clear indication that XCAR does 

not undergo any photobleaching under our irradiation condition. 

 
Figure 6. Time-dependent changes of the absorbances of the dyes in acetonitrile solutions in 

presence or absence of dissolved O2. Insets: Evolution of the absorption spectrum of 
the dyes for distinctive irradiation times. (lirr. = 365 nm, P = 120 mW).  

   
 

By contrast, the continuous irradiation of ACAR solution indicates that this chromophore 

undergoes a photobleaching which is clearly triggered by the presence of oxygen. Whereas 

the absorption band of the dye remains unchanged within each time interval in N2-saturated 

conditions (see Figure 6) the introduction of O2 induces a rapid decrease of its absorption 

band confirming the consumption of the chromophore. Moreover, the collapse of ACAR 

absorption band gives rise to a new vibronic structured one in the 350-420 nm range which 

should be assigned to the ACAR endoperoxide (see inset Figure 6). Interestingly, this 

anthracene-based 9,10-endoperoxide possesses the capability to regenerate ACAR upon 
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heating 60, 62.  To demonstrate this backward process (see Scheme 2), the endoperoxide of 

ACAR was first photogenerated in a DMSO solution similarly to the previous photolysis 

experiment then heated at 130 °C. As illustrated in Figure S6A, the heating of the solution 

leads to the progressive recovery of the absorption band of ACAR as well as its fluorescence. 

Under our heating conditions, the thermal recovery half-time is about 30 min in DMSO (see 

Figure S6B).  As a consequence, ACAR constitutes a very interesting two-photon initiator 

able to meanwhile implement a switchable emissive property into the two-photon patterned 

materials. As an illustrating example, Figure 7 shows the fluorescence images from two 2D 

µ-grids composed of periodic 5 x 5 µm squares two-photon fabricated using ACAR and 

XCAR formulations. The XCAR-based µ-structure is used as a reference system. The 

fluorescence emission collected from the µ-grids presumably stems from the remaining dyes 

embedded into the polymer. As depicted in Figure 7A, a complete photobleaching of the dyes 

is achieved when illuminating the µ-structures during 3 min at 365 nm using a 40x, 0.65-NA 

objective (I365 nm = 350 kW cm-2). These two samples were then heated at 130 °C during 5 

min. While XCAR µ-structure does not display any fluorescence turn-on, a clear recovery of 

the luminescence signal is nicely observed for the ACAR-embedded µ-grid. It should be also 

noted that further heating of the XCAR sample even at higher temperature (e.g. 160 °C) did 

not lead to any fluorescence return. Note that this irreversible photobleaching indirectly 

highlights the crucial role of the disubstituted anthracene group within ACAR structure. This 

molecular subunit indeed guarantees the reversible formation of the endoperoxide.  

 

 
Figure 7. A. Comparison of the fluorescence switch processes between ACAR- and XCAR-

based two-photon patterned µ-grids upon a consecutive light-triggered (lirr. = 365 nm 
during 3 min.) and thermal (130 °C during 5 min) cycle.  B. Multiple fluorescence 
turn-off and turn-on cycles for ACAR µ-grid upon alternative light- and thermal-
induced stimuli (lirr. = 365 nm, 3 min // D = 130 °C, 5 min)  
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Multiple cycles of alternative light- and thermal-stimuli were applied to the ACAR µ-grid. As 

shown in Figure 7B, the switchable materials exhibit a very good resistance fatigue after 10 

cycles.  Figure S7 shows much more ON/OFF cycles (e.g. 40 cycles) highlighting the 

robustness and the nice reversibility of the observed commutation. Hence one clearly 

demonstrates that this original two-photon stereolithography approach allows the ‘one pot’ 

direct laser writing of switchable luminescent µ-devices. To illustrate the promising applied 

potential of our micropatterned strategy in the domain of optical data storage, a 2D matrix 

composed by an array of 3 x 3 µ-slabs was two-photon patterned using ACAR formulation. 

Each of these nine square slabs with 5 µm side and 1 µm thick can be considered as an 

independent optical memory unit whose luminescent binary state can be switched via thermal 

(ON) or light (OFF) stimuli allowing the reversible encoding of the 2D matrix.   

              
Figure 8. Fluorescence images of a 3 x 3 matrix composed of switchable ACAR-embedded     

µ-slabs (5 µm side) during several distinctive writing-erasing cycles.  The writing step 
corresponds to the irradiation of selected µ-slabs at lirr. = 365 nm during 3 min. The 
erasing step consists in 5 min heating of the glass coverslip sample at 130 °C.   

 
 

Such an optical recording sequence is illustrated in Figure 8. Starting from a fully 

luminescent 3 x 3 unit matrix, the writing step consists in encoding an OFF state for three 
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distinctive components of the matrix by illuminating their corresponding µ-slabs. After the 

readout of the matrix digital code, all the data can be erased by a simple heating which 

regenerates the unit matrix for a new writing cycle.     
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3. CONCLUSION. 
 

The linear and nonlinear photochemical properties of two multibranched o-carboranes 

chromophores have been thoroughly investigated with the objective to account for their    

two-photon induced reactivity which was oriented toward 3D stereolithography applications. 

More particularly, the comparison of the dyes 2PP performances lays the stress on an intrinsic 

superior reactivity of the quadrupolar o-carborane derivative as compared to the octupolar 

homologue, which paradoxically displays a 10 times higher 2PA cross-section. The design of 

the π-system of ACAR bearing carborane acceptor moieties origins a triplet excited state that 

makes ACAR an excellent triplet oxygen scavenger. This unexpected effect stems from an 

original side reaction specific to the anthracenic quadrupole which can trap the surrounding 

oxygen via a [4 + 2]-cycloaddition. The subsequent local consumption of the dissolved 

oxygen in the resin parallely reduces the oxygen inhibition role toward the free radical two-

photon polymerization. We demonstrate that this cycloaddition reaction not only improves the 

2PP efficiency but also generates an embedded endoperoxide product within the 

micropatterned polymer. This endoperoxide can regenerate the luminescent o-carborane 

quadrupole upon heating resulting in a fluorescence ‘switch-on’ of the fabricated µ-structures. 

Stability of these compounds for materials applications is essential, and the present of boron 

clusters enhance this robustness. Based on this simple ‘one pot’ processing approach where 

all the added value is implemented on the anthracene-based o-carborane dye, we have thereby 

developed an original optical data storage strategy allowing the direct laser writing of 

switchable materials with robust writing-reading-erasing properties.              

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION. 
 

4.1 Materials. The synthesis and the characterization of ACAR and XCAR which have been 

previously described elsewhere35, 36 are also detailed in the supporting informations. 

Polyethylene glycol diacrylate monomer (PEGDA, Mn 575) and pentaerythritol triacrylate 

(PETIA), N-methyl diethanolamine (MDEA), n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 

(TBAPF6), 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (DBF) and Rose Bengal (RB)  were purchased from 

Aldrich. All the solvents which are spectroscopic grade were also purchased from Aldrich. 
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4.2 Steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectra. The absorption and fluorescence 

spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 2 spectrometer and a FluoroMax-4 

spectrofluorometer. Emission spectra are spectrally corrected, and fluorescence quantum 

yields include the correction due to solvent refractive index and were determined relative to 

quinine bisulfate in 0.05 molar sulfuric acid (F = 0.52)64. 

 

4.3 Fluorescence lifetime measurements. The fluorescence lifetimes were measured using a 

Nano LED emitting at 372 nm as an excitation source with a nano led controller module, 

Fluorohub from IBH, operating at 1MHz. The detection was based on an R928P type 

photomultiplier from Hamamatsu with high sensitivity photon-counting mode. The decays 

were fitted with the iterative reconvolution method on the basis of the Marquardt/Levenberg 

algorithm65. Such a reconvolution technique allows an overall-time resolution down to 0.2 ns. 

The quality of the exponential fits was checked using the reduced c2 (£ 1.2)  

 

4.4 Low-temperature measurements. Low-temperature emission measurements were 

performed in 2MTHF using a Oxford Cryogenics OptistatDN cryostat fitted with a Oxford 

Instruments ITC503S temperature controller. The temperature dependency of the refractive 

index and the density of the solvent were taken into account for the measurement of Ff 66. 

 

4.5 ESR spin trapping (ESR-ST) experiment. Electron spinning resonance spin trapping 

(ESR-ST) experiments carried out by a Bruker EMX-plus spectrometer (X-band). The 

radicals generated when exposed to LED light source (365nm) at room temperature under 

Argon and were trapped by phenyl N-tert-butylnitrone (PBN) in tert-butyl benzene.  

 

4.6 Two-photon excitation fluorescence. The two-photon absorption (2PA) measurements 

were performed with femtosecond mode-locked laser pulse using a Ti: Sapphire laser 

(Coherent, Chameleon Ultra II: pulse duration: ~140 fs; repetition rate: 80 MHz; wavelength 

range: 680-1040 nm). A relative two-photon excited fluorescence  method67 was employed to 

measure the two-photon absorption cross-sections, d. The measurements of 2PA cross-

sections were performed relative to reference molecules (r) such as fluorescein68-70 in water at 

pH = 11. The value of δ for a sample (s) is given by: 

                r
SSSr

rrrS
S cS

cS d
h
hd .

F
F
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Where S is the detected two-photon excited fluorescence integral area, c the concentration of 

the chromophores, and F is the fluorescence quantum yield of the chromophores. η is the 

collection efficiency of the experimental set-up and accounts for the wavelength dependence 

of the detectors and optics as well as the difference in refractive indices between the solvents 

in which the reference and sample compounds are dissolved. The measurements were 

conducted in a regime where the fluorescence signal showed a quadratic dependence on the 

intensity of the excitation beam, as expected for two-photon induced emission. For the 

calibration of the two-photon absorption spectra, the two-photon excited fluorescence signal 

of each compound was recorded at the same excitation wavelength as that used for standards 

(i.e. lexc = 782 nm for fluorescein). The laser intensity was in the range of 0.2-2 x 109 W/cm2. 

The experimental error on the reported cross section is 15 %. 

 

4.7 Two-Photon lithography. The 3D lithographic microfabrication was carried out using a 

Zeiss Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope.  The two-photon excitation was performed at 

800 nm using respectively a mode-locked Ti: Sapphire oscillator (Coherent, Chameleon Ultra 

II: pulse duration: ~140 fs; repetition rate: 80 MHz). The incident beam was focused through 

a 0.95 NA objective (40 X) which leads to a radial spot size 450 nm at lexc = 800 nm (1/e2 

Gaussian). A drop of the resin is deposited on a cover slip which is mounted on a 3D 

piezoelectric stage allowing the translation relative to the laser focal point. The intensity of 

the entering laser is controlled with the use of an acousto optic modulator. The displacement 

of the sample and all photonic parameters (i.e. excitation power and irradiation times) are 

computer-controlled. The 3D microstructure is finally obtained by washing away the 

unexposed monomer resin using ethanol. 

 

4.8 Fluorescence image microscopy. The multiple cycles relative to the fluorescence              

turn-on / turn-off from the two-photon patterned µ-structures were monitored using 

fluorescence microscopy. The glass coverslip with the µ-structures was positioned on an 

Olympus IX73 inverted microscope equipped with a 75 W Xe lamp housing. The sample was 

then excited from the bottom of the sample at lexc. = 365 nm through a 40X, 0.65-NA 

objective using an Olympus U-FUN fluorescence mirror unit composed of a 365 nm band 

pass filter (BP360-370), a dichroic mirror (DM410) and long pass filter (BA420IF). The 

epifluorescence signal from the photopatterned sample is collected by the same objective, 

passes through the same fluorescence mirror unit and collected by a CMOS camera (ORCA-
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Flash4.0 from Hamamatsu). For each light-triggered fluorescence turn-off step, the time-

dependent emission decrease from the excited sample was recorded through a series of time-

lapse epifluorescence images. For each fluorescence turn-on step, the sample was first heated 

during 5 min at 130 °C on a heating plate then similarly repositioned on inverted microscope 

for the next turn-off step.     

 

4.9 Cyclic voltammetry. The redox potentials of the compounds were measured by cyclic 

voltammetry using a Radiometer Voltalab 6 potentiostat. All measurements were performed 

at 300 K in N2-saturated dichloromethane (DCM) with 0.1 M of TBAPF6 used as supporting 

electrolyte. The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded using a three-electrode cell with 

a platinum disk as working electrode. A platinum wire was used as auxiliary electrode. A 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE) used as a reference was placed in a separate compartment 

with a salt bridge containing the supporting electrolyte. Ferrocene (Fc) was used as an internal 

reference (considering EFc/Fc+ = + 0.53 V in DCM vs. aqueous SCE71). 
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